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Preliminary knowledge
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Bachelor

BP005

Jānis Hermanis, Elīna Miķelsone
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Prof. Bachelor studiju programma ``Business process management``

DESCRIPTION OF A STUDY COURSE

Research Work Methodology

Business process management

2

Latvian or English

Compulsory

3

full-time education

To provide basic knowledge of research methods, information gathering, analyzing with 

JASP and practical guidance for students' research work and independent study.

To provide knowledge of research and to learn research skills, crossing the spectrum of 

research from identifying and formulating a hypotheses to a publication.

Statistics and Data 

Analysis

Digital Transformation 

I - Applied Digital 

Skills and Technologies 

(UX/UI, AR, VR, 

Gamification) 
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Course contents

Tittle

The basics of research.

Gathering, assessment, selection, and treatment of information.

Data collecting tools.

Data analysis with descriptive statistics tolls.

Analysis of compare means.

Types of research and their place in the study process.

Data classifying and clustering methods.

Observed data compliance testing of the theoretical distribution.

Sample testing with nonparametric methods.

Methodology, literature review and practical research.

Requirements for the presentation of research.

Analyze of correlations and regressions.

Methods of theoretical analysis, work with 

information resources. Secondary data 

acquisition sources.

Methods of empirical study, their classification 

and uses.

Principles of academic integrity. Anti-

plagiarism policy requirements.

Topic Type of assessment

Research objectives, principles and criteria. 

Classification of studies.

Research design. Defining hypotheses of 

problem, goals, tasks.

Individual work; Individual 

work and the presentation

Nomination of statistical hypotheses. 

Hypotheses testing comparing two samples (t-

tests)

Hypotheses testing comparing multiple 

samples, ANOVA test, Post Hoc tests

Structure and process of the report on the 

defense of the research results.

Introduction with the interface of the 

statistical data analysis application, data 

preparation for import, data import	

Use descriptive statistical elements in data 

analysis

Test
Analysis of data by selecting appropriate 

testing methods

Data analysis methods for the analysis of 

categorical variables (binomial, multinomial 

chi-squared tests)

Use of analysis of correlation and regression. 

Introduction to data classification

The study course calendar



14

15

16

Reports on research results and discussion.
Individual work; Individual 

work and the presentation

Analysis of data by selecting appropriate 

methods for obtaining answers to the questions 

raised

Test

Analysis of research results and 

recommendations for improvement of 

publications.

Written exam

The study course calendar
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No of 

progr. 
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3
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●
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Planned learning activities and 

teaching methods

Distribution (%)

Group work and the presentation 15%

Individual work; Individual work and the presentation 35%

Test

Teaching methods Student workload (h)

Classes in the auditorium 14

Lecturer-led class discussion 10

15%

Written exam 35%

Total (%): 100%

Work in the library 10

Student-led class discussion 8

Lecturer-led Individual assignments 20

Lecturer-led group assignments 18

Assessment methods and 

criteria

                                   Learning outcomes

Assessment methods

Group work and the presentation

Individual work; Individual work and the 

presentation

Test

Written exam

Total (h): 80

Learning outcomes

To acquire general knowledge in information retrieval and data 

analysis methods, with an emphasis on the selection of the appropriate 

methods.

To acquire the skills to define a research theme, to use scientific 

literature, to retrieve information in library catalogues and databases, 

and write different papers related to the studies (reports, course 

papers, bachelor's theses, etc.) in accordance with the academic 

guidelines.

Able to use appropriate tools to get answers to questions and 

problems.

Planned learning outcomes

Mandatory and supplementary 

literature

Mandatory literature  

1. Goss-Sampson, M. A. (2019), Statistical Analysis in JASP: A Guide for Students, 2nd 

Edition 

2. Kristapsone, S. (2014), Zinātniskā pētniecība studiju procesā, SIA Biznesa augstskola 

Turība, Rīga 

Supplementary literature 

1. Zikmund, W., Babin, B., Carr, J., Griffin, M. (2013), Business research methods, South-

Western Cengage Learning 



Grade

10 (outstanding)

9 (excellent)

8 (very good)

7 (good)

6 (above average)

5 (average)

4 (below average)

3 (weak)

2 (very week)

1 (extremely week)

Acquaintance with curriculum requirements, though lack of problem understanding in detail can 

sometimes be detected

General knowledge of curriculum requirements although lacks understanding of several problems in 

general

General knowledge of curriculum requirements, competence corresponds to minimum of curriculum 

requirements, problematic application of gained knowledge in practice

General knowledge of a curriculum gained, though a complete lack of orientation in other relevant 

issues is detected. Additional studies required to get an assessment. 

General knowledge on certain relevant issues in a curriculum gained, curricula requirements are not 

completed on average

A complete lack of basic curricula requirements is detected, almost no knowledge on a basic 

curriculum

Evaluation criteria of learning outcomes.

Explanation

Knowledge, exceeding curriculum requirements, attests independent research and deep 

understanding of a problem

Complete acquaintance with curriculum requirements, ability to apply gained knowledge 

independently

Complete acquaintance with curriculum requirements, though at times lacks deeper understanding 

and ability to affiliate gained knowledge with more complicated issues.

Curriculum requirements mastered, although less important knowledge gaps can be detected


